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THE TEACHER EXPERIENCE 

Searching SyncBlasts

1    From the welcome page, use the Search Bar to browse Blasts by subject, keyword, published date, or standard. 

     This is a robust and ever-expanding library with brand new Blasts for social studies and current events posted each              

     school day! 

Within each channel, you’ll find: 

a. Featured Blasts – Select from a pre-built repository of Blasts that are aligned to social studies standards.

b. Latest Blasts – Find the most recently published Blasts on the topic.

2   To search for a Blast covering a specific social studies topic, click on Channels at the top navigation bar to review    

     the different categories available. 

a.

b.
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  First, select a Blast. You will then see an overview of the Blast assignment. 
Click on the Actions drop down menu.

Assignment types available to you:

       Read Assignment: Students will be able to read the Blast article, and respond to comprehension questions          

       and the QuikPoll.

       Blast Assignment: Students will be asked to complete comprehension questions, write a concise response to        

       the Blast question, and complete the QuikPoll.

       Write Assignment: Students will be able to provide a longer, more in-depth response. Writing prompts are      

      aligned to the CCSS Literacy in History/Social Studies standards.

3 Next, complete the assignment creation page.

On the Assignment Creation page you can customize the assignment by:

     Enabling access to research links

     Allowing students to write a Blast using 140 or 280 characters.

     Changing the Lexile®-level for any Blast assignment to all students. 

     Every Blast assignment is available at three Lexile®-levels. 

Assigning SyncBlasts

Customizing SyncBlasts
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Click the Create Assignment button to deliver the Blast assignment to your students.  4
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Teacher

Teacher assigns Blast to students 

prior to class. 

Student

Students read the 

article with annotation tools, 

answer reading comprehension 

questions, and respond to the

driving question in 140 

characters or less.

Teacher

Teacher projects the Blast article 

to the whole class, reviews the 

driving question, and initiates a 

discussion around main points 

and differing perspectives.

Student

Sharing a device with a partner or 

using their own device, students 

review their peers' responses to the 

driving question.

Teacher

Once about half the class is complete, 

the teacher can project the Blast 

to show the Top 10 responses and 

answers to the QuikPoll.

5-10 Minutes of Class Time 

Use Blasts to start a conversation and revisit the Blast throughout the entire class time.

Have students complete a Blast as a launching point into research- expanding upon the modern connection 

presented in the Blast or finding their own connection or another historical example. Students could write or 

present their research on one question.

Assign the Blast as a long-term writing assignment and spend class time drafting responses supported by text

evidence and facts using the research links found at the end of each Blast.

10+ Minutes of Class Time
For Teachers Who Want to Spend More Time Using Blasts to Encourage Meaningful Conversations and 

Critical Thinking, Here are Some Options for Going Deeper:

To learn more, please visit: mheonline.com/syncblasts
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FLEXIBLE DAILY IMPLEMENTATION 
Explore how Blasts can be used in the classroom with a variety of implementation models. 


